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Abstract—Banyan networks are attractive for constructing di-
rectional coupler (DC)-based optical switching networks for their
small depth and self-routing capability. Crosstalk between optical
signals passing through the same DC is an intrinsic drawback in
DC-based optical networks. Vertical stacking of multiple copies
of an optical banyan network is a novel scheme for building non-
blcoking (crosstalk-free) optical switching networks. The resulting
network, namely vertically stacked optical banyan (VSOB) net-
work, preserves all the properties of the banyan network, but in-
creases the hardware cost significantly. Though much work has
been done for determining the minimum number of stacked copies
(planes) required for a nonblocking VSOB network, little is known
on analyzing the blocking probabilities of VSOB networks that do
not meet the nonblcoking condition (i.e., with fewer stacked copies
than required by the nonblocking condition). In this paper, we ana-
lyze the blocking probabilities of VSOB networks and develop their
upper and lower bounds with respect to the number of planes in the
networks. These bounds depict accurately the overall blocking be-
haviors of VSOB networks and agree with the conditions of strictly
nonblocking and rearrangeably nonblocking VSOB networks re-
spectively. Extensive simulation on a network simulator with both
random routing and packing strategy has shown that the blocking
probabilities of both strategies fall nicely within our bounds, and
the blocking probability of packing strategy actually matches the
lower bound. The proposed bounds are significant because they
reveal the inherent relationships between blocking probability and
network hardware cost in terms of the number of planes, and pro-
vide network developers a quantitative guidance to trade blocking
probability for hardware cost. In particular, our bounds provide
network designers an effective tool to estimate the minimum and
maximum blocking probabilities of VSOB networks in which dif-
ferent routing strategies may be applied. An interesting conclusion
drawn from our work that has practical applications is that the
hardware cost of a VSOB network can be reduced dramatically if
a predictable and almost negligible nonzero blocking probability is
allowed.

Index Terms—Banyan networks, blocking probability, multi-
stage interconnection networks (MINs), switching networks,
vertical stacking.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS expected that users of telecommunication services such
as Internet, Web browsing, and tele-education will increase

dramatically. This has greatly increased the demand for high
bandwidth and high capacity communication systems. Optical
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Fig. 1. A 16� 16 banyan network (even number of stages).

networks are considered as a promising candidate to meet this
demand. Optical switching network is an essential part in an op-
tical network, which has the capability of switching huge data
at an ultra-high speed. The 22 switching element (SE) in op-
tical switching networks is usually a directional coupler (DC)
that is created by manufacturing two waveguides close to each
other [6]. Thecross(bar) state of a DC can be implemented by
applying a suitable voltage (no voltage) to it. Crosstalk in DC
is a major shortcoming in DC-based optical networks, which
occurs between two signals carried by the two waveguides of
a DC [3], [6]. When two optical signals pass through a DC, a
portion of optical power in one waveguide will be coupled into
the other unintended waveguide and this undesirable coupling is
called first-order crosstalk, which will then propagate stage by
stage, introducing high order crosstalks at a reduced magnitude.
Due to the stringent bit-error-rate (BER) requirement of optical
transmission facilities, elimination of crosstalk has become an
important issue for making optical networks work properly. By
ensuring that only one signal passes through a DC at a time,
the first-order crosstalk can be eliminated. This provides a cost-
effective solution to the crosstalk problem.

A banyan network [5] and its topological equivalence (e.g.,
baseline, omega) [8], [12] are a class of important switching
networks and they are generally referred to asbanyan networks
[10]. A typical banyan network consists of stages,
each containing switches, and the link connections
between adjacent stages are implemented by recursively ap-
plying the butterfly interconnection pattern, as shown in Fig. 1.

A banyan network has a simple switch setting ability (self-
routing) and also a small number of SEs along a path between
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Fig. 2. Creating nonblocking (crosstalk-free) network based on the vertical
stacking scheme.

an input–output pair. These characteristics have made banyan
networks attractive for constructing DC-based optical switching
networks because loss and attenuation of an optical signal are
proportional to the number of couplers that the optical signal
passes through. In this paper, we will focus on the optical banyan
networks that are free of first-order crosstalk in SEs (we refer
to this as crosstalk-free hereafter). It is the crosstalk-free con-
straint that makes the analysis of optical banyan networks dif-
ferent from that for electronic ones. In banyan networks, there
is a unique path between an input-output pair and hence when
two connections intend to use the same link, one of them will be
blocked. This is called link-blocking. There is, however, another
type of blocking in optical banyan networks. If adding the con-
nection causes some paths including the new one to violate the
crosstalk-free constraint, the connection cannot be added even if
the path is available. We refer to this second type of blocking as
crosstalk-blocking. Since the crosstalk-free constraint requires
that only one signal is allowed to passes through a SE at a time,
thus it has a larger contribution to the overall blocking proba-
bility than that of link-blocking.

Vertical stacking of multiple copies of a optical banyan
network is a novel scheme for constructing nonblocking
(crosstalk-free) optical switching networks with neither in-
creasing the number of stages nor sacrificing the self-routing
property of the banyan network [9]. Fig. 2 illustrates the
vertical stacking scheme. We use VSOB to denote vertically
stacked optical banyan networks and VSOB to denote
an VSOB network that has stacked copies (planes)
of an banyan network. Numerous results are available
for VSOB networks, such as [7], [11], [13], [14], and their
main focus has been on determining the minimum number
of planes required for nonblocking VSOB networks. These
results indicate that the vertical stacking scheme, although
is attractive, requires a prohibitively high hardware cost for
building a nonblocking VSOB network.

Analysis of blocking probability of a network that does not
meet the hardware requirement for nonblocking is an effective
approach to studying network performance. Two well-known
probabilistic models for multistage interconnection networks
(MINs) were developed by Lee [15] and Jacobaeus [16], respec-
tively, for analysis of the blocking behavior of the Clos network
[17]. Based on the treatments similar to those established by Lee

and Jacobaeus, a lot of work has been done on performance anal-
ysis of banyan networks [8], [12], [18]–[20]. However, most ex-
isting probabilistic results are for electronic networks only. That
is, they address only link-blocking, not crosstalk-blocking. To
our knowledge, no analytical result is available for estimating
the blocking probabilities of optical switching networks built
on vertical stacking of banyan network.

In this paper, we provide comprehensive analysis of the
blocking probabilities in VSOB networks whose hardware costs
(number of stacked planes) do not meet the nonblocking con-
dition. The main contributions of our work are the following.

• We extend the available probabilistic methods for anal-
ysis of electronic networks where only link-blocking is
concerned to analyze the blocking probability of a VSOB
network where the crosstalk-blocking is the main contri-
bution to blocking probability.

• We establish the upper and lower bounds on blocking
probability of a VSOB network. These bounds reveal the
inherent relationships between the blocking probability
and the network hardware cost in terms of the number
of vertically stacked planes. They are consistent with
the conditions of strictly nonblocking and rearrangeably
nonblocking VSOB networks, respectively, so they can
nicely describe the overall blocking behaviors of VSOB
networks.

• We develop a network simulator to verify our bounds and
perform extensive simulation on it. It is shown that the
proposed bounds are correct and are consistent with sim-
ulation results. The results from further simulation with
both random routing and packing strategy show that the
blocking probability of packing strategy matches with the
proposed lower bound and blocking probability of random
routing is nicely bounded by the lower and upper bounds.

The results of our work have a number of important applica-
tions: Our upper and lower bounds can guide network designers
to determine the effects of reduction in the number of planes on
the overall blocking behaviors in VSOB networks and to find
desirable tradeoffs between hardware cost and blocking prob-
ability according to needs. In particular, the lower bound can
guide the network designers to estimate the minimum blocking
probability of a VSOB network and also the blocking proba-
bility in a network when packing strategy is applied. On the
other hand, the upper bound can guide the network designers
to estimate the maximum blocking probability of a VSOB net-
work in which different routing strategies may be applied. Our
work draws an interesting conclusion that we can reduce the
hardware cost of a VSOB network dramatically by allowing a
predictable and almost negligible nonzero blocking probability.
Because this blocking probability is negligibly small in many
cases, the significant cost-savings in network hardware becomes
very appealing for practical designs and applications of VSOB
networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly describes the deterministic condition for strictly non-
blocking VSOB networks. The derivation of the upper and
lower bounds are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively.
Section V compares the simulation results and theoretical
findings. Section VI summarizes the results of the paper.
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Before we proceed to the Section II, we need to give some
definitions and assumptions that will facilitate our discussions.
In this paper, we consider the banyan networks that support
one-to-onecommunication. We define the blocking probability
to be the probability that a feasible connection request is
blocked, where a feasible connection request is a connection
request between an idle input port and an idle output port of
the network.

Following the same assumption as in [15], [16], [20], [21]
on probabilistic analysis of MINs, we neglect the correlation
among signals arriving at input (output) ports and consider that
the statuses (busy or idle) of individual input (output) ports in the
network are independent. This assumption is justified by the fact
that the correlation among signals at inputs (outputs), though
exists for fixed communication patterns, becomes negligible for
arbitrary communication patterns in large-size networks, which
is the trend of future optical switching networks that can switch
huge data at high speeds.

II. DETERMINISTIC CONDITION FORSTRICTLY NONBLOCKING

In this section, we briefly describe the deterministic condi-
tion for the strictly nonblocking VSOB network that is obtained
based on worst-case analysis. We also evaluate the probability
that the worst-case scenario occurs to motivate the work of this
paper.

Due to their topological symmetry, all paths in a banyan net-
work have the same property in terms of blocking. To study the
blocking probability, we can arbitrarily select an input and an
output in the network and set up a connection between them.
Through out this paper, we will select the path between the first
input and the first output and try to set up a connection be-
tween them. We call the path between this input-output pair the
taggedpath. All the SEs on the tagged path are calledtagged
SEs. The stages of SEs are numbered from left (stage 1) to
right (stage 1). For a tagged path, an input intersecting set

at stage is defined as the
set of all inputs that intersect a tagged SE at stage. Likewise,
an output intersecting set
associated with stageis the set of all outputs that intersect a
tagged SE at stage , .

Ideally, we are interested in an optical network that is non-
blocking and crosstalk-free. This can be achieved at the cost of
extra hardware. For a VSOB network, the following theorem
gives the deterministic condition for strictly nonblocking [13].

Theorem 1: VSOB is strictly nonblocking if the fol-
lowing condition is true:

if log is even
if log is odd.

(1)

The above result was obtained based on worst-case analysis.
That is, to find the maximum possible number of connections
that will conflict the tagged path and let each of these connec-
tions block a distinct plane. From Theorem 1, it is clear that the
hardware cost for a strictly nonblocking VSOB network is high.

It is interesting to find out the probability that the worst-case
scenario could occur. Let the probability that an input (output)
port is busy be and denote by the probability that the

1In this paper log means logarithm to the base 2.

worst-case scenario occurs. is then given in the following
lemma under the assumption that statuses of individual input
(output) ports are independent.

Lemma 1: In an optical banyan network, we have

if is even; (2)

if is odd. (3)

Proof: For the case when is even (Fig. 1), we further
define input set and output set as

(4)

Under the constraint of crosstalk-free, the worst-case sce-
nario of conflicts on the tagged path is when all inputs in set
are destined for the outputs in set and all outputs
in set are originated from the inputs in set for

. Thus, the maximum number of conflicts
with the tagged path is determined by both the connections
from set and the connections destined for set . There
are connections from , each of which can reach any of
the outputs. In order to block the target path, a connection
from must be terminated at an output in .
In the worst-case where the connections between and

are excluded to maximize the number of conflicts
with the tagged path, the connection fromwill not go to

for

. Since ,

, and the probability that an input (output)
link is busy is . The probability that a connection from
blocks the tagged path but not destined for is thus

(5)

So, by (4) and , the probability that all
connections coming from and going to simultane-
ously share no paths and block the tagged path is given by (2).

The proof for the case when is odd is the same as for
the case when is even, after taking out all connections
passing through the middle stage on the tagged path and con-
sidering them separately from the remaining (even)
stages. From Fig. 3, we can see that in the worst scenario all
connections passing through the middle stage on the tagged path
are those from and those destined for ,
and these two sets of connections share the same paths. Since

, and each of these
connections may go to (come from) any of the output
(input) ports, an multiplicative factor of

as the probability for these connections is applied to
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Fig. 3. A 32� 32 banyan network (odd number of stages).

the probability defined by (2) for the remaining stages.
This results in (3). .

As a quantitative illustration, we evaluate (2) for and
and (3) for and , respectively, to

obtain the equation shown at bottom of the page.
The above results indicate that the probability of the

worst-case scenario is very small for both even and odd number
of stages. So, spending a large amount of extra hardware in
order to guarantee the strictly nonblocking property is not
cost-effective in most cases. This motivates us to find out the
blocking probability of a VSOB network with respect to the
number of planes (hardware cost), and to seek an approach to
making tradeoff between hardware cost and blocking prob-
ability. In Sections III–V, we will derive both the upper and
lower bounds on blocking probability of a VSOB network to
characterize the overall blocking behaviors of the network. We
will show that the hardware cost required for a nonblocking
VSOB network can be significantly reduced if a negligible
nonzero blocking probability is allowed.

III. U PPERBOUND ON BLOCKING PROBABILITY

In this section, we shall develop the upper bound on blocking
probability of VSOB for the cases of even and odd num-
bers of stages respectively. When is even, the tagged path
is composed of two symmetric halves, each with stages,
where the second half mirrors the first half. The connections
destined for output ports in the second half have the same prop-
erties as those originated from the input ports in the first half.

When is odd, we need to take out the middle stage and
consider it separately in order to make the network symmetric
as in the case when is even.

A. Upper Bound on Blocking Probability When is Even

Similar to the deterministic case analysis, under the con-
straint of crosstalk-free, the worst-case conflicting scenario
for the tagged path is when all inputs in setare destined
for the outputs in set and all outputs in set

are originated from the inputs in set for
. Thus, the maximum number of conflicts

with the tagged path is determined by both the connections
originated from set and the connections destined for set

. Given the case there are connections from input set
and connections destined for that block the

tagged path, among which there areconnections from
that are destined for . Under the “conservative ” routing
control strategy that each of these connections should be in
a separate plane to guarantee the crosstalk nonblocking (and
thus the link nonblocking), the maximum number of required
planes will be . Clearly there will be no blocking in
VSOB if . Hereafter in the paper, we
will use to denote that probability that eventhappens,

and for the upper bound and lower bound of
respectively. We shall establish the following theorem

that gives an upper bound of blocking probability.
Theorem 2: For VSOB , where is even, we

have (6), shown at the bottom of the next page, with (7)–(9),
also shown at the bottom of the next page. Here,

is the probability that a connection from
blocks the tagged path and is destined for , and

is the probability that a connection from blocks the tagged
path but is not destined for as given in (5) ( is also the
probability for a connection destined for blocking the tagged
path but not originated from and are the numbers
of connections from (to ) blocking the tagged path, that
are destined and not destined for (originated and not originated
from) , respectively.

Proof: From ,
. On the other hand, apparently

. Thus, given that there are connections
from and connections destined for that all
block the tagged path, we have

(10)
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Let be the probability of the event that there
are connections from and connections destined
for that block the tagged path, among whichconnec-
tions from are destined for . Probabilities ,

, and are also defined in the same
way as for . Following the assumption that the sta-
tuses of individual input (output) ports in the network are inde-
pendent, we have

(11)

Therefore, for VSOB when is even, from (10)
and (11) the probability (nonblocking) is then given by the
equation at the bottom of the page. From the meanings of, ,

and , (7)–(9) on , and can be
easily established. Note that and

is the probability that the connections from(for )
block the tagged path regardless whether they are terminated at

(from ) or not.

The following corollary shows that the upper bound blocking
probability derived above matches the deterministic condition
for strictly nonblocking.

Corollary 1: When is even, the blocking probability
(blocking) given in (6) becomes 0 if .
Proof: Since ,

, , and the
events , and are compatible,
then we have

Thus, for any given and , if
we always have

Therefore, when , the probability that the con-
nection is blocked is given by

QED

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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Since the “conservative” routing control strategy, in which
each of these connections that block the tagged path should be
in a separate plane, has been used in developing the (6), the
blocking probability of a connection request under any routing
control strategy is upper bounded by the blocking probability
given in (6).

B. Upper Bound on Blocking Probability When is Odd

For the case when is odd (Fig. 3), we define input set
and output set as:

Under the constraint of crosstalk-free, the worst-case scenario
of conflicting for the tagged path is when all inputs in setare
destined for the outputs in set and all outputs in
set are originated from the inputs in set for

. Thus, the maximum number of conflicts
with the tagged path is determined by both the connections from
set and the connections destined for set .

Following a similarly discussion to that for the case when
is even and replacing and with and ,

respectively, we can obtain the upper-bound blocking proba-
bility for a VSOB when is odd.

Theorem 3: For a VSOB , where is odd, a
upper bound of blocking probability is given by

(12)

where

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The proof is the same as for Theorem 2, with the exception
of separating treatment for the middle stage which brought the
extra probability factor .

The following corollary shows that, when is odd, the
upper bound blocking probability also agrees with the determin-
istic condition for strictly nonblocking.

Corollary 2: When is odd, the blocking probability
(blocking) given in (12) becomes 0 if .
Proof: The proof for Corollary 2 is the same as that for

Corollary 1, except that when the is odd, the worst-case
scenario is when all inputs in setare destined for the outputs
in set and all outputs in are originated from
set for . Note that all
the inputs in set are destined for the outputs in
set and these connections share the same paths.
Thus, only half of the total elements in these two sets can be
counted, and this gives

.

IV. L OWER BOUND ON BLOCKING PROBABILITY

Similar to the analysis of upper-bound blocking probability,
in this Section we will develop the lower-bound probability for
the cases of even and odd numbers of stages respectively. Let

be the number of connections passing through theth tagged
SE, and . Under the constraint of crosstalk-
free, the minimum number of required planes will be determined
by the . For VSOB , let be the
nonblocking probability. A lower-bound blocking probability is
thus

(18)
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A. Lower-Bound Blocking Probability When is Even

From (18), we need to first evaluate the probability
to get the lower-bound blocking probability.

By the definition of , we have

For the tagged path, the connections passing through the
th tagged SE will be only determined by the connections

coming from the th tagged SE and from input intersecting set
. So

The following expression can then be obtained using the sym-
metry of the network when is even:

Since

applying the process above recursively, we have

Thus, is given by

To calculate for
, is first

expressed as

(20)

where is the number of connections passing through both
the th and the th tagged SEs. Since the correlation be-
tween and is determined by the connections passing
through both theth and the th tagged SEs, we have

(21)

For , is
given by

(22)

Here is the probability that a connection from will
pass through both theth and the th tagged SEs, and

is the probability that a connection from will pass
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through the th tagged SE but not the th tagged SE.
and are given by

(23)

For , the conditional probability
is evaluated by

(24)

where is the probability that a connection from will
pass through the th tagged SE under the condition that
there are connections from have passed through the

th tagged SE. is given by

(25)

When , the maximum number of possible con-
nections is limited by the number of output ports available rather
than the number of input ports, so the conditional probability

will be determined by

(26)

where is the probability that a connection destined for
comes from under the condition that there areconnections
from have passed through the th tagged
SE, which is evaluated as:

(27)

For , can be evaluated
using the following expression:

(28)

Summarizing the above derivation, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 4: For VSOB , when is even, a lower
bound of blocking probability is

(29)

where (including and
) and (in-

cluding ) are given
by (28) and (20), respectively.

When the above lower bound on blocking probability ap-
proaches to zero, the above lower bound yields immediately
the deterministic condition for the rearrangeably nonblocking
VSOB [7], [11]. This is given by the following corollary.

Corollary 3: When is even, the probability that a con-
nection request is blocked, (blocking ) in (29), becomes 0
if

Proof: Note that the maximum number of possible
connections passing through theth tagged SE

will be .
For the case when is even, we always have

This finishes the proof.

B. Lower-Bound Blocking Probability When Is Odd

Following the similar arguments as for the case when
is even, a lower-bound blocking probability for VSOB
when is odd can also be derived:

Theorem 5: When is odd, a lower-bound blocking
probability for VSOB is

(30)

where and can be evalu-
ated using (20) and (28), respectively.

The following corollary shows that when is odd, the
above lower-bound blocking probability also agrees with the de-
terministic condition for the rearrangeably nonblocking VSOB

[7], [11].
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Corollary 4: When is odd, the probability that a con-
nection request is blocked, (blocking) in (30), becomes 0 if

The proof follows the same way as for Corollary 3.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An extensive experimental study has been performed to val-
idate our upper and lower bounds on blocking probability of a
VSOB network. The network simulator we developed consists
of two major modules: the request pattern generator and the re-
quest router. The request pattern generator randomly generates
a connection request pattern for a VSOB network. The request
router attempts to route the connection requests of the request
pattern through the network using different routing strategies.
Here the random routing and packing strategy are considered.
Packing strategy is a commonly used routing control strategy for
MINs [1], [2], [4], and it is generally believed that packing can
improve network performance and reduce network cost. Under
the packing strategy for a VSOB network, a connection is real-
ized on a path found by trying the most used plane of the net-
work first and least used plane last [7]. In the random routing,
request router randomly chooses one of the planes that can be
used by a request. If no plane can satisfy the request of tagged
path using a routing strategy, the connection request pattern is
recorded as a blocked connection pattern corresponding to the
routing strategy. To verify further our upper bound and lower
bound on blocking probability, we also use a “upper” routing
strategy and a “lower” routing strategy to route the connection
requests. In the “upper” routing, request router guarantees that
each of these requests that block the tagged path should be in a
separate plane. On the other hand, the “lower” routing strategy
only guarantees that each of these requests that block a tagged
SE will be in a distinct plane. If no plane can satisfy the request
of tagged path using the “upper” (“lower”) routing strategy, the
connection request pattern is recorded as a blocked connec-
tion pattern corresponding to the upper bound (lower bound).
The blocking probability of a routing strategy is then estimated
by the ratio of number of blocked connection patterns for the
strategy to the total number of connection patterns generated.
During the simulation, a certain workload is maintained. The
workload is measured by the network utilization, which is de-
fined as the probability that an input (output) link is busy.

A. Theoretical Versus Simulated Bounds on Blocking
Probability

We have examined two network configurations, and
, respectively. For each configuration, the blocking

probabilities were generated by both theoretical bounds and
simulator for and . The comparisons results
for and are summarized in Figs. 4 and 5. The
results in Figs. 4 and 5 show that our theoretical bounds are
correct in estimating both the upper- and lower-bound blocking
probabilities of VSOB networks, and blocking probability
of random routing is nicely bounded by our lower and upper
bounds. It is interesting to note that the blocking probability of
packing strategy matches nicely with the lower-bound blocking
probability.

Fig. 4. Blocking probability of 16� 16 VSOB network.

We should also see the theoretical data for upper bound follow
closely with the condition of strictly nonblocking as shown in
[13], and the theoretical data for lower bound follow closely
with the condition of rearrangeably nonblocking under packing
strategy as given in [7]. For , the upper-bound blocking
probability goes to zero at and the lower-
bound blocking probability goes to zero at . For

, the upper-bound blocking probability goes to zero
at and the lower-bound blocking
probability goes to zero at. .

The above results show that our bounds can accurately de-
scribe the blocking behaviors of VSOB networks. Our lower
bound is useful in estimating the minimum blocking probability
of a VSOB network and also the blocking probability of the net-
work under packing strategy. The upper bound, however, can
guide the network designers to estimate the maximum blocking
probability of a VSOB network in which any routing strategy
might be applied. Figs. 4 and 5 have shown clearly that it is
possible for us to drastically reduce the hardware cost (number
of planes) with only a little sacrifice in blocking probability of
a network. So our bounds can be used to display the tradeoffs
between hardware cost and blocking probability.

B. Hardware Cost Versus Blocking Probability

When the blocking probability (denoted byBP thereafter) is
required to be less than 1% for VSOB networks of different
sizes, the minimum numbers of planes estimated by our upper
bound are summarized in Fig. 6 for different workloads.
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Fig. 5. Blocking probability of 32� 32 VSOB network.

Fig. 6. Minimum number of planes for different size networks with different
workloads.

For comparison, we also show in Fig. 6 the minimum numbers
of planes given by the condition of strictly nonblocking [13].
For large networks, the results in Fig. 6 show that the hardware
cost given by nonblocking condition is considerably higher than
that given by the probabilistic analysis. For a switching network
with , the minimum number of planes given by the
nonblocking condition is , whereas the
minimum number of planes given by the upper bound in (6) is
only 11 for and , so
of the hardware can be reduced with only a very small sacrifice

Fig. 7. Blocking probability versus the work loads for VSOB(256;m)
network.

Fig. 8. Minimum number of planes for different size networks with different
requirements of blocking probability.

in blocking probability of the network . The results
in Fig. 6 also indicate that for a given requirement of blocking
probability, the hardware cost estimated by the upper bound is
not very sensitive to the workloads. For a network with
and , the minimum number of planes estimated by the
upper bound is 9 for and 11 for , and all
these numbers of planes are considerably less than the 23 planes
as given by the nonblocking condition.

To find out further the effects of workload variations on
blocking probability, we illustrate in Fig. 7 the blocking
probability of VSOB against the workload for
different number of planes.

It is interesting to note in Fig. 7 that although the blocking
probabilities corresponding to different numbers of planes
increase monotonically with the increase of workloads, but
their sensitivities to workload changes are different. When
workload varies from 60% to 90%, the blocking probabilities of
VSOB(256,4) varies from 0.64 to 0.94 and the blocking proba-
bilities of VSOB(256,6) varies from 0.21 to 0.66, respectively.

Fig. 8 illustrates more comparisons on the minimum number
of planes estimated by our upper bound for different require-
ments of blocking probability. The results in Fig. 8 indicate
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that, for larger size networks, the hardware costs given by the
nonblocking condition are still considerably higher than that
given by the upper bound for a high requirement of blocking
probability. For a switching network with , the min-
imum number of planes given by the nonblocking condition is
while the minimum number of planes given by the probabilistic
analysis is only 13 for and , so the

of the hardware can be reduced while a
very low blocking probability is guaranteed ( ). We
can observe from Fig. 8 that for a given workload, the hardware
cost estimated by the bound is not sensitive to the requirements
of blocking probability. For the network with and
for , the minimum number of planes estimated by the
upper bound is 12 for the requirement and 13 for the
requirement , and all these numbers of planes are
considered less than the 31 planes required by the nonblocking
condition.

VI. CONCLUSION

Vertically stacked optical banyan (VSOB) networks are
a class of attractive optical switching networks that usually
require a high hardware cost to build. In this paper, we studied
VSOB networks from probabilistic view and presented both
upper and lower bounds on blocking probabilities of VSOB
networks. These bounds can accurately describe the blocking
behaviors of VSOB networks and they agree with the condi-
tions of strictly nonblocking and rearrangeably nonblocking
VSOB networks, respectively. Extensive simulation on a
network simulator with both random routing and packing
strategy has confirmed our bounds and shown that the blocking
probability of packing strategy matches with the lower bound
in a VSOB network. We can use the lower bound to estimate
the blocking probability under packing strategy and also the
minimum blocking probability of a VSOB network. On the
other hand, our upper bound can guide the network designers
to estimate the maximum blocking probability of a VSOB
network in which different routing strategies may be applied.
These bounds provide quantitative measurements for tradeoffs
between network hardware cost and blocking probability, and
show that network hardware cost can be dramatically reduced
if a small and predictable blocking probability is allowed.
This provides a significant tool for design of optical MINs at
a desirable hardware cost and guaranteed performance with
respect to blocking probability. The method of probabilistic
analysis employed in this paper can be adopted for blocking
probability analysis for other types of optical switching net-
works. Especially it can serve as a powerful tool for derivation
of upper and lower bounds on blocking probability of optical
networks. Note that the crosstalk-free constraint used in this
paper may be too strict for some applications in which a certain
degrees of crosstalk is allowed, and it is foreseeable that the
hardware cost of networks can be reduced further for these
applications. This will be our future research.
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